
the river and he would be gone and would never come back
and there would never be anymore of them, that would be
different. But nowadays everybody has them. I mean,
honestly, you cannot even look around without one of them
coming by going the other way. By the time a wave gets
through coming this way, it is already going the other way.
All the sediment--mud, rock, sand, and everything--piles up
on the edge and covers the sand. I am sure that people know
what I am talking about. All they have to do is go down
there and spend one weekend on the Santa Fe or the Suwannee
rivers, anywhere on them, or even just one day on a Saturday
or Sunday in the summertime, and they will know what I am
talking about. Look at the edge of the water: it is muddy.
It will start from the time they start with the boats [and
continue] right on.

I noticed it today. There is mud everywhere at the edge of
the river. That is the way it is everyday. In other words,
that mud is all the way out down in the river. I am pretty
sure that you never [saw it], but the river used to come up
high every year and go back down, and it would leave holes
in the swamp full of water. It would go back down in the
sloughs, and some of these holes would be thirty yards in
diameter.

P: Like a cypress pond or something.

W: Yes, some of them would be bigger than that. You could go
in there with two or three people and just walk around. You
could turn the mud up, and all at once all the fish came to
the top of the water, and you could catch them. The big
fish would come up like they were swimming. They did not
know where they were going, but their fins would be out of
the water. You could catch them like that and go up on the
bank with them. If you were close enough to the bank, you
would just throw them up and then reach back and get another
one. That is how the river is now along the edges, twenty
to forty feet out from them. In fact, later on in the day,
the Santa Fe, as small as that river is, will be that way
right out in the middle of it. I mean, mud will keep
pouring out of the bank.

P: Like you were standing in there and stirring up all the
water?

W: Right, boiling mud up. When it hits the bank, those waves
are constantly popping the bank like that. It is washing
that mud right out on both banks. It has gotten to where a
fish cannot breathe. They have to have the clear water to
breathe in, and the mud keeps them from breathing because it
hangs up on the gills in some way. They have to get out to
the deep water, to the deepest holes in the river.

Now, as far as the boats tearing up the bottom of the river,
if there were just the normal amount of boats, I do not
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